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In this paper I propose to consider the question of the existence of weak 
solutions for elliptic quasilinear operators defined by a nonlinear Dirichlet 
form 
where the coefficients A, may have growth more rapid than any power. 
Here, CL = (ai ,..., a,) and /3 = (pi ,..., /3,J are multi-indices of non- 
negative integers, / 01 ( = C oii , lY = (8~~~~~,,)(~~/2~,,) ..., Sz is a bounded 
region in En with Lipschitz boundary, and for every OL, A,(t, 0 is a function 
continuous in the vector variable 5 = ((I,..., (N) for every t E Q and meas- 
urable in t for every [, where N is the number of indices / 01 1 .< m. 
Two simple examples of existence problems for operators of type I may 
be given here. In each case, Q is a bounded open set with C” boundary 
82 andfgLa(Q). 
Find u such that u Ian = 0 and 
where /3 > 0. 
Find u such that u iPR = 0 and 
JTn D,(DjU)2 ln (D~u)2 = J (I”) 
Problems similar to (I’) have been solved previously for equations of arbitrary 
order by Visik in [15]. However Visik’s results required much stronger 
limitations on the uniformity of growth of the functions Ai , In the case 
of problem (I’) these limitations may be shown to require that /3 =: 1. 
Problems of the type of (I”), with a growth not equivalent to any power, 
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seem not to have been discussed explicitly before, although Lera\, and 
Lions suggest in [8] the possibilit;; of using Orlicz spaces to deal with problems 
such as (I”). 
Using monotonicity methods, operators of type I in which the cocfhcients 
A, grow less rapidly than some power have been extensively studied in the 
context of the reflexive Sobolev spaces W’7iLJ’(Q). The operator 9 is con- 
sidered as acting from the Sobolev space to its dual WniLfl(Q)*, and under 
various conditions on the functions il,(t, 0 may be shown to have range 
equal to the whole of the dual. The spaces W”‘Lp are both reflexive and 
separable; both properties are utilized in the construction of solutions. 
However, if the coefficients -4, are of rapid growth the corresponding operator 
will not act on any Sobolev space IVlL”. 
Recently, several authors [4~-61 h ave generalized Sobolev spaces through 
the use of Orlicz spaces; the resulting spaces of distributions have been 
termed Orlicz-Sobolev spaces and denoted WmLr,(.Q) or WnlE,(Q) depending 
upon whether the distributional derivatives &/ix” of the function u lie 
in the Orlicz spaces L, or EB , respectively. An operator A of type I with 
coefficients A, of rapid growth can often be shown to act in an Orlicz- 
Sobolev space WmL, , where B is a convex function of rapid growth. However, 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces, unlike the Lp-Sobolev spaces they generalize, are in 
general neither separable nor reflexive; therefore some adaptation and 
extension of monotonicity methods is necessary to deal with operators of 
type I acting in such spaces. 
Some theorems in this direction for monotone and coercive operators A 
have recently been stated by Browder 121. In his paper, Browder suggests 
the use of weak* convergence rather than weak convergence of the approxi- 
mate solutions. However, the theorem in [2] requires the operator A to 
have weak* closed domain; coercive operators of type I on spaces W”‘L, 
will not usually satisfy this condition if B is of rapid growth. I shall discuss 
this problem further in the remarks following Lemma 1.3. Browder also 
states a theorem to deal with the case of semimonotone operators il with 
compact perturbation acting on a nonreflexive space W”L, . However, 
Stanley Weiss [16] has observed that Browder’s treatment depends on the 
existence of special homeomorphisms which can be easily shown not to exist. 
In this paper I shall give methods for extending monotonicity ideas to 
nonreflexive spaces in the case of monotone coercive operators A defined 
by functions A,(t, 6) through a Dirichlet form of type 1. The same methods 
may be easily extended to semimonotone operators. They are not, however, 
sufficient to treat the case of semimonotone operators with compact perturba- 
tion except in the reflexive case. For the case in which WmLB is reflexive, 
the existence results follow easily from standard theorems of Browder [ 1, 31, 
nIinty [9], and Leray and Lions [8]. 
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Using more analytic methods, Visik [15] has also studied equations of 
type I with rapid growth. His methods require very stringent conditions 
on the uniformity of the growth of the function A, but they allow the treat- 
ment of semimonotone operators with compact perturbation. In reflexive 
cases monotonicity methods give theorems which properly contain those 
of Visik [13, 141; I do not know if they can be extended to include all the 
results of [15] in the nonreflexive case. 
Let 
,& 44 [PI) . (0 = (44 0 0 (0.1) 
be the nonlinear Dirichlet form defining the operator A in (I), and let JJN LB 
be the product of the Orlicz spaces L, where N is the number of indices 
/ 01 j < m. Every element u(t) = {uu(t) / ) cy ! < m}, u E nN L, , may be 
considered as a vector-valued measurable function u : K2 + gN on the 
domain 52. JJLB may therefore be normed with the norm 
If (c, c) denotes the duality pairing between eN and gN*, then the corre- 
sponding duality pairing between n L, and I-J LB will be given by 
For every t, the function (A(t, [), 5) defines a nonlinear mapping from 
gN x Q’N ---f &. This mapping defines a nonlinear mapping from 
IIL + I-I&by 
(44f4 = j, (46 bl), 3 a* (0.2) 
If A(t, 6) is monotone from gN to @ N* for every t, then the corresponding 
operator A : n LB ---f n LB is also monotone. 
In order to make a precise statement of a variational boundary-value 
problem for an elliptic partial differential operator of type (I) acting in 
nonreflexive Orlicz-Sobolev spaces, some further definitions and propositions 
are necessary. 
First, although the Orlicz spaces LB and LB are not reflexive they have 
a structure with respect to one another. 
DEFINITION 1.1. I shall say two Banach spaces X and Y in duality are 
complementary if there exist closed subspaces X,, C X and Y, C Y such 
that X0* = Y and Y,* = X. 
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Remark. It has recently been proved that I,+) is not the dual of- an>- 
Banach space if ,u is any nonatomic measure. For the proof of this statement, 
see Pelczynski [IO]. Thus it is not possible to real& any arbitrary pair 
of Banach spaces in duality as a complementar\ pair. 
One may further state an irnmediate consequence of this definition. 
PROPOSITION I. I. Let S and I7 be a complementary pair, and suppose that 
X0 and 1; are separable. Then the unit ball in Ay is sequentially compact in 
the weak” topology giTi;en by L;, , and similar-ly .for the unit ball qf J-. 
According to theorems proved in Krasnoselski-Rutitski I,, and Lg form 
a complementary pair by Definition 1.1. The space E, is defined as the 
closure in the L, norm of the bounded functions on the measure space J2. 
For a general N-function B, IY~ is properly contained in L, . About these 
spaces, Krasnoselski and Rutitski prove three useful propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [7, Sections 10.2, 10.3, 10.41. Let B be an h’-function. 
Then 
(1) EB* =IdBandE,* -I,,, 
(2) EB and Eg are separable, 
(3) If B satisfies the AZ condition, L, -: E8 . 
Similarly, if B satisfies d, condition, IJg : Z<B. 
By Part (I), clearly L, and Lg form a complementary pair. It is an im- 
mediate corollary that 
PROPOSITION I .3. The spaces n L, and n LBfown a complementary pair. 
For many purposes it is useful to know a method by which, given one 
complementary pair X = Y,,* and 1’ = X0*, and a closed subspace E0 C X,, , 
one may construct spaces E and E’ = I?,,* such that I? and F form a com- 
plementary pair. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [5, Prop. I. I]. Let X = k;” and I’ := Xc,* be a com- 
plementary pair, and let E,, be a closed subspace of X0. Then there exists a 
pair of complementary spaces E and F such that EO C 1~ = F(,*, F,, C F == E,“. 
Furthermore, E andF aye complete spaces, andjinally the equality X n (E,;,‘) ‘~ = 
F,” = wk* cl E,, := E holds. 
The construction is simple. Let F = EO*. Since &, C S, F = X,v/EO’o” = 
YIE(,l. Let Fu = Y,JEO’O’, and E = F,*. Clearly, E, CF,* = E and 
F 0 C E,” -: F. 
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Let u E IV,&(Q). One may define a linear isometry 7 : W)“L,(Q) ---f n L, 
by T(u) = [ZI, D’W,..., D”lN]. Clearly, Wv”‘LB is a closed subspace of n L, 
under the mapping 7. In what follows, I shall identify W”‘L, with this fixed 
closed subspace of n LB . 
In what follows a special pair of closed subspaces of W”‘L, will also be 
useful. Let C,,-(Q) be the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in B; clearly, T[C,,~(JI)] C M’“‘E, . One may define IV,~,,“IB,(Q) 
as the closure of the image T[C,~(Q)] of C,,-(Q) under the mapping 7, and 
further define W,-,t6”“LB(Q) as the weak* closure of I1701”EB(B). If B does not 
satisfy the d, condition, Wo’“EB(Q) C W,,“‘L,(Q), and the containment is 
proper. If .Q is a bounded open region in El”, WTL,(sZ) C W”‘L,(Q) and 
containment is again proper. 
One may show that the Orlicz-Sobolev spaces W”%, and 7V7’EB, and 
their special subspaces W,T~L~ and II’,,“’ E, , may be generated by the method 
of Proposition 1.3 as subspaces of n L, under the mapping 7. This will be 
done if one can show 
~‘ROPOSITIO~ 1.5. 
(2) WomLB = wk* cl W,“‘E, = [n EBj[WonnEB]“]* 
= [W,““E,~]~ n RL, . 
The second and third equalities in Parts (1) and (2) are immediate con- 
sequences of Proposition 1.3 with E, set equal to WnLE, and WonbE, 
respectively. In Part (1) the first equality requires some slight additional 
proof; in Part (2) the first equality is the definition of W<llL,. A proof of 
Proposition 1.5 may be found in [5, Proposition III, 2.21. 
The variational boundary-value problem results from restricting the 
operator /l given in (0.2) above to a weak* closed subspace I’ such that 
WomLB(Q) C I/C W’nL,(Q). The restricted operator will also be denoted 
by 4. To define both the domain and the range of this restriction, it is 
necessary to realize the space I’ as a member of a complementary pair. 
If V is the weak* closure of a closed subspace V,, C IWEB this may be 
done by the methods of Proposition 1.4. 
Using these concepts and propositions, it is now possible to give a precise 
definition of a variational boundary value problem for the operator A. 
Let V be the weak* closure of a closed subspace V, C WmEB such that 
7[C,x(Q)] C I’, and let w be a real-valued function w E Es. The function zu 
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defines a linear functional in n EB on JJ L, by 
(w, u) = ([w, 0, 0 ,... 1, [uao ,..., Us,]) = 
.i‘ 
w . a”,, dt, 
R 
and therefore w defines a linear functional on I/C WJnL, by 
__- 
(w, v) = ([w, 0 )...) 01, [v, D”lV )...) ~““v]) = j- w . 2, dt 
R 
for v E VC WmL, . The restriction of (Au, V) to VC W”L, (which is a 
subspace of n LB) defines a partial differential operator on V; the corre- 
sponding variational boundary-value problem for (A, V) may be formulated: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let V = W,* and W = V,,* be complementary spaces 
such that WomEB C V,, C W”EB , and let w E W, . Then u0 will be said to be 
a weak solution of the variational boundary-value problem for Au, L= w 
corresponding to the space V if u,, E I’ and, for every v E V, 
The assumptions made upon the operator A are as follows: 
Assumption I. (1) The functions A&t, 5) are continuous functions of 
5 E eN for every t E Q and measurable functions of t for every [. 
(2) For every LY, / 01 1 <, m, there exists a function h, E EB and constants 
K, , L, such that 
I A,(t, E)l < k,(t) + c KJ-*B(L&J. (1) 
10, <TX 
Let B be an N-function such that B satisfies the A, condition, and define a 
sequence of N-functions recursively by C;‘(X) = si C&(t)/(t . tll”) dt and 
C;‘(X) = B-l(x) for all k such that $ C;Jl(t)/(t . tlfn) dt < co, and let p be 
the first integer such that C;‘(x)/(x . zcljn) is integrable at co. By the em- 
bedding theorem for Orlicz-Sobolev spaces proved in [5], 3u/axE E Lcm-,*, 
for every (Y, 1 oi / > m - 4 and a%/&~ is equal a.e. to a continuous function 
for all 01 such that / a: I < m -~ 9. Hence after restriction of the operator A 
to the subspace W”L, , Assumption I may be weakened to 
Assumption I’. II) The functions A,(t, [) are continuous functions of 
[E Q? for every t E 9 and measurable functions of t for every 5‘. 
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(2) There exist 
(a) for every cy, ] oi 1 < m - 4, a function h, E L1 and a continuous 
increasing function g,(r) of the real variable r with ga(y) < co for every 
Y < a3. 
(b) for every ci, m - q < 1 cy 1 < nz, a function h, E EcmWla, and 
constants K, , L, such that 
I A (t> 0 G h,(t) +g, ( C ~BlGrn--a I 50 I) + 1 K,~~-,,,c,-,,,(L,Ss). (1’) lBl>rn-s 
The method of proof used here will include the case in which a lower 
order operator C is added to the operator A. Let B be an N-function such 
that B satisfies the A, condition and B does not, and let V C WmL, . Then 
when A and C are both restricted to the subspace I/C WmL,(.Q), the 
embedding theorem for Orlicz-Sobolev spaces will imply that the operator 
C is compact. To handle this case of a compact perturbation C, a further 
assumption on the operator C is necessary. 
Assumption II. Let C(t, 6) : CN’ ---f CN’ for every t where N’ is the 
number of indices ( 01 ( < m - 1, and suppose that 
(1) The functions C,(t, [) are continuous functions of 5 E CN’ for 
every t E 9 and measurable functions of t for every 5. 
(2) For every oi, 1 01 1 < m - 1, there exists a function h, E L1 and 
(a) there exists a continuous increasing function gJr> of the real 
variable Y, with g,(r) < co for Y < 03, 
(b) there exists an N-function &,-,,I such that 
such that 
Assumptions I and II provide conditions on an operator of type I so that 
it will map a subspace V C WmL, into n Lg and hence, by the canonical 
quotient mapping, into n LB/I/I. To show the existence of solutions to the 
boundary-value problem of Definition 1.2 for arbitrary w E n LB/I/I, two 
further assumptions are necessary, the assumption of monotonicity and the 
assumption of coercivity. 
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DEFINITION I .3. Let I’be a closed subspace of nIdrr and ,.I,, : rlZ,,< f 1 I/,a 
an operator defined on n L, I shall say that -1,, is mo~zotonr on I if, for- 
every I*, ‘5’ E I’, 
0. 
As in (0.1) and (0.2) above, let &(f, f) : Q I G? + @MN define a nonlinear 
mapping -do : nLB -+ nLB . Clearly if --lo(t, E) is monotone from I? to 
fP for every 1, .J,, : n L, - n I,,- is also monotone. It is also clear that 
if V is a closed subspace of n I,, and .1,, is monotone on fl I,, , then .-I,, 
is monotone on V. 
DEFINITION I .4. Let C’ be a closed subspace of nL, and iI : HZ,, + nLB 
an operator defined on nLI( . I shall say that =2 is coercive on V’ if there 
exists a real valued function c(s) of a real variable s such that c(s) + ‘x 
as s ---f cc and for every u E I’, 
Definitions and lemmas necessary in order to state some sufficient condi- 
tions for coercivity to hold for an operator i-I M-ill now be given. 
DEFINITION 1 S. Let B be an N-function and Q be a bounded region 
in En. Define the functions 
CB(S) =-= inf 
1 B(m) _~ --. - 
.\ B-~(l:lR) s B(x) ’ 
B(u) dt. 
ILiEn 
I,EMMA 0. I. Let u E E, . Then for eceyy s 3 0, yR(s) ~2 cB(s). Furthermove, 
there exists K such that for s s@?ciently large, c,(siK) < yB(s). 
Proof. To show the first part, it is sufficient to show a sequence of func- 
tions u, ELM such that /i U, Ilo =mz s and so B(u~)/s dt + c~(s) as n --+ mo. 
Define u&t) = CYXJ~), where xE is the characteristic function of E and a! 
and E satisfy ;/ u,,~ (IB =- a( I /Hpl[ I/’ E I]) =: s. Hence a = s B-I( I /~ E I) 
and, clearly, 
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B(sx) ___ =x 
.x B’$ R ) sB(x) h(S) 
and thus the required sequence u, may easily be defined. 
To show the second part, let xn be the characteristic function of B and for 
every u E E, define a function U+ E E, by U+ = ~ u i t B-l( I /I Q 1)~~~ . 
Clearly, IIUIIB G Ii u’- iIR < I/ u 11~ -t B--Y 1 i; Q I) I; xn IL and hence there 
exists I(, such that for !I u IID sufficiently large )I u ,IB < 1) us’ iiD (, I((, ~1 u ~I8 . 
Thus it is sufficient to prove the second part for functions U+ such that 
u-‘(t) ;? Bpl( 11; “0 I). Observe that by definition cB(s) . sB(xjs) < B(x) for all 
x > B-l(l// -Q I). Therefore, for every function 21’ , cR(s) . s j B(u’/s) dt <; 
JB(ur) dt. Lets = (1 u+ job, so that one has c,# U- &r) 1, uc (In JB(u+,‘~‘u’- Ha) dt cz 
f B(u+) dt. It suffices then to show that if u t E, and (1 u IiR = I, s B(u) dt ;a I. 
Suppose not. Then s B(u) dt < 1 -- E and [ B(hu) dt z~ 1 for all h > 1. If 
uE&,SB(Xu)d. fi ‘t f f 1s nl e or all h > 0. Since B is an N-function, /3(h) = 
J B(Xu) dt is an increasing convex function bounded on bounded subsets of R+. 
Therefore as a convex function it must be continuous. If J B(u) dt < I -- E 
and JB(XU) dt > 1 for X > I, /3(h) cannot be continuous. This is a contradic- 
tion; hence c,((l U+ &) i/ u IID C< J B(u’) dt. Thus there exists K such that 
for (1 u ,lB sufficiently large c,(l/K 1: u I,~) --z j B(u),‘(; u ~ A dt and hence, by 
Definition 1.4, cR(s/K) < ~~(5). 
Remark. It is clear from this construction that if B does not satisfy the 
u ;L, ,“: i (IB > 1 implies s B(u) dt > I, and thus ys is discontinuous at 
d, con rtron, cB(s) = 0 for 0 < s < 1. It is furthermore clear that for all 
s = I. 
LEMMA 0.2. Let B be an K-function. Then cD(s) --f CC if and only ;f B 
satisjies the A, condition. 
Proof. Suppose that cB(s) --f CC as s j co. By the definition of cg , 
cB(s) . s . B(x) < B(sx) for all x > l/i 52 /. By taking inverses, this implies 
that B-~(c~(s) . s . y) < sBpl(y) for all y > B(l/l 9 I). Since for every ,T, 
x < B-l(x) B-l(x) < 2x, one may obtain 
CL?(S) . s . Y 
B-l(c&) . s . y) 
< ._2.y 
‘B-l(y)’ 
Hence cB(s) B-l(y) < 2B-l(c,(s) s y) and by inverting again 
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Since cB(s) = inf,,rjl,t B(sx)/sB(x), cR is clearlv finite fat- every s. Since 
ca(s) + tm as S-F cr3, there exists s, ;;> I such that c,(s,,),‘2 I 2. Ict 
K z-2 cB(s,,) s,, > I . Then 
B(2y) < B (*y) < K&y) for all y > B(l/ B ), 
and B satisfies the A, condition. 
T o prove the converse, a sublemma from Krasnoselski-Rutitski is 
necessarv: i 
SUBLEMMA [7, I, 41. If B satisfies a A, condition, then there exists Y,, > I 
and y0 such that B(ty) < t’oB(y) for all y > y0 . 
Clearly, I may assume yU < B(1 /I J2 1). Since Y,) > 1, r0 - 1 > 0. Define 
a function p by 2p+(2t) = tTo-I. p-l(t) - co as t - cc and hence p(t) -j co 
as t-+co. By the definition of p-l, B(ty) < 2tp-l(2t) B(y); hence 
B((p(s)/2)y) < p(s) . sB(y). By the same reasoning as above, one may 
conclude that p(s) . sB(x) < B(sx) for all x > B-l( y,J. Since B-r(y,) < l/l Sz 1, 
p(s) < inf,,14Qt B(sx)/sB(x) = cB(s). Since p(s) - a as s - x), cB(s) -+ co 
ass+co. 
A sufficient condition on an operator A for &4 to be coercive may now 
be stated: 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let il be an operator of type I satisfying Assumptions I 
or I’. I shall say that iz satisfies a coercivity precondition if 
(1) B satisfies the A, condition, 
(2) There exists an integrable function a(t) such that for every 
uErrLL3, 
Re(A(t, u(t)), u(t)> 3 c &u,(t)) + a(t). (0.2) 
LEMMA 0.3. Let A be an operator satisfying Assumptions I or I’, and 
suppose A satisfies a coercivity precondition. Then A is coercive on WmLB(-Q). 
Proof. By the previous lemma, one may obtain for all u E WmLB(Q). 
ReW), u) = j c Re[A,(t, [D+%])][D%] dt >, C 1 B[Dw] dt + !” a(t) dt 
a R 
Define a function c(s) . s = infllu,l=s Ca ~~(11 D”u Ije) )I D”u l)B + K. Then, 
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clearly, Re(A(u), u) > ~(11 u llWmLg) /j u JjWmLg . It remains to show that c(s) ---f 00 
as s --f 03. One may observe first that 
where N is the number of multiindices j ti 1 < m. Suppose now that c(s) < M 
for some M and all s. Then there exists a sequence uk , jj uk IIW”,LB = sic , 
such that c(sk) f M and, therefore, 
But the set of all 01, 1 01 / < m, is finite and ys(s) is an increasing function. 
Therefore, for every k, there exists CQ such that /I D”kuk I\ = sk and, therefore, 
Therefore, the sequence sk has the property that ye(sk) < M while sk + a3. 
By Lemma 0.2, since B satisfies the A, condition, Ye + cxz as s + co. 
This is a contradiction; hence the lemma is proved. 
With these preliminaries it is now possible to state an existence theorem 
for operators of type I with coefficients of rapid growth. 
THEOREM I. Let B be an N-function such that B satisfies the A, condi- 
tion, let V = W,* and V,* = W be complementary spaces such that 
WflE,(Q) C V,, C WmEs(Q) and let d b e a diSferentia1 operator of type I 
such that A = A,, + C, where 
(I) A, satisjies Assumptions I or I’ fey the N-function B, and C satisfies 
Assumption II. 
(2) A, is monotone from fl L, to n Lg : for all u, v E fl L, , 
Re(A,u - A,v, u - a) 2 0. 
(3) A is coercive; there exists a function c(s) of a real variable s such that 
c(s) -+ a3 as s ---f CO and, for all u E V, 
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Then for evelfy ZL’ E W, the variational boundar-y problem for -41 w 
corresponding to the space 17 has at least one so&ion, i.e., tlrere exists u,, < 1,. 
such that (Au,, , v) -= (w, v) for all v E 1’. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem will be given through a sequence of 
lemmas. The first two of these have essentially been proved elsewhere. 
DEFINITION I .6. P will be called a projection of C7 onto a closed subspace 
F C I’ if P is a bounded linear operator on V whose range is F, such that 
P2 = P. A sequence of projections {P,) will be called commutative increasing 
if for i > k, P,P,, -- P,P, - P, . 
LEMMA I. 1. Let {F,}, j mm 1, 2 ,..., b e a sequence of jkite-dimensional 
subspaces of a closed subspace b;, C V, such that F, C Fi,, . Suppose Pl i.s a 
projection of k’ onto F, . T?Ten 
(a) There exists a commutative increasing family of projection {P,] 
beginning with PI and such that F, is the range qf Pj . 
(1~) If F,' is the range of Pj , * then Pj* is a commutative increasing family 
of projections qf F,’ arid F,’ C F; l 1 for every j. The pairing (ZO, u) for ZL~ E Fj’ 
and u E Fi yields an isomorphism of F,i’ with F, *. 
The proof of this lemma is in [I, Lemma 21. The sole difference between 
Lemma I. 1 here and Lemma 2 in [I] is that the projections Pj for Lemma I 
map into the closed subspace I-,, C V. The proof is the same. 
LEMRIA 1.2. Let .4 be a continuous mapping qf the finite-dimensional 
Banach space Z7 into I-” such that 
Re(Au, U) 13 C(l, U :I) /I U /!, 
where c(s) + cc as s -+ co. Then A is onto. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is given by Browder in [ 1, Lemma 41, and stems 
originally from Visik [13]. 
To give the third lemma a definition is necessary. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let B be an N-function and h > 0. Define the set 
M(E, ) A) -- fu ELA ) 3c E E, 3 ‘j u - v :lB < h). 
LEMMA I .3. Let B be an N-function such that B satisjies the A, condition, 
let A,,‘(t, E) be a vector-valued function continuous in [E ITN for every t and 
measurable in t for every 5, such that A,’ : Jl x cN + gN and Ao’(t, [) is 
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monotone from @’ to P in the variable E, i.e., for every [ and 5 in @*, and 
every t E .Q 
Then 
(1) Let A,, be the monotone operator A,, : JJ LB --f n EB defined by 
A,[u](t) = A,(t, u(t)) fey t E Q, and suppose that A,,’ satisfies Assumption I. 
Then 
(a) A, is defined and continuous on the set nl*l Grn M(E, , l)L,) and 
-4, : nlal- M(E, , l/L,) - J-J En. 
(b) A, is unifoormly bounded on any closed ball 
(1’) Let A, be a monotone operator 
dejked by A,[u](t) = &‘(t, u(t)) for t E 8, and suppose that A,’ satisfies 
Assumption I’. Then 
(a) A, is defined and continuous on the set 
/al Cm-n w--n< /al <??a 
rIL”x n *WE,,+ > 1/-f%), 
and 
IrrI<m-Q w--9< /a/ <?>I 
A0 : n L” x n W&m+ 9 l/L,) 
lal<m-n m-q< Id gn 
- rI LX x n Lcm+. 
(b) A, is uniformly bounded on any product of closed balls 
rpl <m-n s, x pz-q<Icxlen s , where S, = {ua EL” / I/ u, // < Y < co) and 
s,, = (l&EL c,+ I II u, Ilcm~i~,r~ ~‘1, where y’ < inf, l/-L. 
(2) Let u0 E n L, and w E n E, be elements of n L, and n EB such 
that for every u E n EB , 
then w = A,u, . 
Re(w - A,+, u0 - u) > 0, (2) 
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Remark. It is easy to see from results in [7] that if B satisfies the d, 
condition then n Lg = n Ee 
Proof. (I’) may be proved by essentially the same methods as those 
used for (I); so explicit proof will not be given here. (I) in turn follows 
as a corollary from a set of propositions by Krasnoselski-Rutitski. 
PROPOSITION I .6 [7, III, Section 171. Let B, and B, be N-functions, let 
f (t, x) be a real-valued function qf the real variable x, measurable in t for 
every x and continuous in x for every t, and define an operator F : L, -+ I!, 
by F(u)(t) = f (t, u(t)). Let S,, ,r be the open ball of radius Y in LB1 , and’supposi 
thatf(t, x) satisjes 
‘.f(t, x)1 ;,’ c(t) L b,B,lB, ‘$’ 
i ) 
foralltES;),and--x<.v<x 
where c E LB0 , b, 3x, 0, and B,, satisfies the A2 condition. Then 
(a) F : MIED1 , r] + LB0 , 
(b) F is continuous at all points qf JIIE,l , Y], 
(c) F is uniformly bounded on every sphere Sel!,. for every Y’ < r. 
To show Part (I), let B, = B and B, = B. Then by Assumption I it 
follows that in each variable tfl separately each component i2, of ‘4 satisfies 
the conditions of Proposition I .6. Since nN L, is a finite product of spaces 
L, , Part (I) mill result. 
To show Part (2) let ua = [UC] E n L, and zu == [wn] E n Eg be elements 
of n L, and n Ee such that for every u E JJ -E, , 
Re IQ 5 [we -~ 44h, m - ZP] dt = Re(w - i2,u, u(, - u) > 0. (1.1) 
Since (1 .l) is true for every u ER E, , (1. I) is true for all u E n L”. 
Hence I may assume that u is bounded. Furthermore, I may clearly assume 
that the function il()‘(t, f) satisfies A,,‘(t, 0) = 0 for every t, and hence 
that A,[O] = 0. 
Define a sequence of sets E, for every integer n by 
ET, = [t E Sz / 301’ 3 / U:‘(t); > ?Z or 1 h,,(t)1 > n}, 
where h, is the function h, in Assumptions I or I’. Clearly, the sequence E, is 
decreasing: n ; m implies E, L E, . Furthermore, for every t E Sz - E, , 
] u,a(t)l < n for every component uga of u,, , and j ha(t)/ < n for every 0~; 
thus every component A&t, ua) of A,( u a) is b ounded on Q - E, for every n. 
Hence both A(u,) and ua are integrable over J2 - E, for every n. 
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Let m be an arbitrary integer and suppose that (2) holds. I shall now 
show that w(t) = A,(u,,)(t) for a.e. t E Q - Em . Suppose not. Then since 
(nLl)* = nL*, h t ere exists a function u E JJL”(Q) such that u(t) = 0 
for t E E,, , and 
(w - A,(u,), u) = Re 1, (w(t) - A,(t, u,(t)), u(t)) dt < 0. (1.4 
The integral (I .2) is well defined since u(t) = 0 for t E E,, ; hence 
Re 
s 
(w - A&t, u,,), U) dt = Re 
J (w - 4,(t, 4, u> 4 R R--E, 
and A,,(t, u,,) is integrable over Q - E, . 
Let xnPE, be the characteristic function of 52 - E, and let rqrn = uOxraeE, 
for every n. Every component ~0”‘~ of u,,% = u,xo+ is bounded for every 71, 
and hence ugn E JJ E, for every 12. By parts (1) or (1’) of this Lemma, 
Ao(t, ~011) E n EB for every n. By assumption, u E J-J L” C n E, ; hence 
A,(t, uo” - SU) E n EB for every nonnegative number s. By Assumption (2) 
it follows that for every integer n and nonnegative no. 5, 
Hence 
Re(w - AO(u$ - su), u. - UC + su) 3 0. (1.3) 
Re{(w, u0 - z+,~) - (A,(uon - su), u. - uoql) + (w - A&u,” - su), su)) 2 0. 
Now observe that 
Re(w - A,(u,” - su), su) 
= Re 
s 
(w - A&,” - su), su) dt 
52-E, 
= Re 
i (wxn-E, - xn-~,,/%(~o~ - 4, su> dt. (1.4) -&I 
The components A,,, of A, are defined by functions of the form A,,,,(t, [to]) 
such that Ao,,(t, 0) = 0 for every cy and t. Therefore, 
xn-E,W& Uo’Tt) - W) = A,,(t, UoWxn-&) - Wxn-&t)). 
Hence (1.4) above may be written 
Re(w - A,(u,” - su), u) 
= Re 
s R-E, 
(wxn-E, - A&, u~n&?-E, - suxn-E,), u> dt. 
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If n > m, U~X~~-~, = uoxn+, . x0+, = uo,ya+ = ~0”‘ since I:‘,L (_ I{,,, 
and hence xa-E . x~-~ 
assumption on 14,’ 
m = xn-E I,* . Therefore, s&c u = UX~-~~,,~ by the 
Re(w - AO(ugii - at), u) = Re(wx,-,m - A’o(u,,r2xn-I~,,, -- uxra r,,,), u) 
-~ Re(w - A&u,” - SU), u). 
Thus (I .3) implies 
Re((w, z+, - u,~‘~) - (A,(u,” - SU), u,, - u,,~)) $- (w - il,(u,)~~ - SU), SU)) > 0. 
One may now let n + co. Then 
’ Re(w, ZL,) - u,,“) :L Re 
i 
(.w, uOxE,,) & 
D 
Furthermore, 
Re(A,,(u,” - al), u,, -- uo’l) 
Thus for every s > 0, 
Re(w -~ L!,~(z+,~~~ - su),su) ,> 0, 
and hence 
Re(71, - A,,(u,,~'~ - m), u) > 0, 
By Parts (1) or (I’), A, is continuous. Therefore, letting s + 0, 
Re(w - .&)(U”m), u) 2 0. 
and hence, since u = UX+~ m’ 
Ww - 4,(z*,,), 4 
= Re - (u’ - =l&t, u,,), u~~-~,,) dt 
J R 
~- Re 5 R (wxM,,, - 4dt, U~XQ-EJ, ux~-L,,,;) dt 
= Re i n (w - Ad ’ 
t uom), u) dt = Re(w - A,,(u,,~~), U) > 0. 
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This contradicts (1.2). Therefore, w(t) = A,(u,) a.e. on Q - & . Since m 
is arbitrary, w = A,(u,) a.e. on Q and Part (2) is proved. 
Remark 1. One may define 
Let B be an iv-function such that B satisfies the A, condition, and suppose 
that A satisfies a coercivity precondition (0.2). Then there exists a function 
a(t) EL* such that for every t and 5 E CN, 
WA(f, 8, 5) 2 1 B(f,) + 44. 
If B does not satisfy the A, condition, there exist functions ui” EL, such 
that so B(urR) dt = co, and hence there exists u in L, such that 
and hence for every such function U, u $ dom A. 
One may also observe that if A satisfies Assumptions I or I’ and (0.2), 
then clearly L, 2% 1 for every N. 
Remark 2. The difficulties in the direct application of Browder’s method 
in [2] should now be clear from Lemma 0.1 and Parts (I) and (2) of 
Lemma 1.3. If A satisfies a coercivity precondition, Assumption I, and 
Assumption II, the domain of A will not be weak* closed. Browder’s method 
of showing existence of solutions constructs q, as a weak* limit, but as a 
weak* limit, u0 may not be contained in dom A. Furthermore, the function 
c,(s) is discontinuous: es(s) = 0 for s < 1, es(s) > 1 for s > 1. Therefore, 
unless additional assumptions are made, it is not possible to use coercivity 
as a way of getting a sufficiently good bound on u0 to show that u,, E dom A. 
Under Assumptions I or I’ with a coercivity precondition (0.2) one would 
have to have L, = 1 for every N, a condition which is not even satisfied 
by the gradient of F(u) = C,aiGm JD B[ZYiu] dt. 
To show the theorem it will also be necessary to show that the operator C 
restricted to I/ will be a compact operator. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let B be an N-function such that B satisjies the A, con- 
dition, let V = W,* and W = V O* be a complementary pair such that 
H7,,“‘L?, C V,, C W”L, . Let C’(t, E) satisfy the conditions of i3ssumption II, 
and let C’[u](t) = C’(t, rue(t)]) be the corresponding operator upon vector- 
valuedfunctions u : Q - eN. Then, 
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and C’ is continuous. 
(2) The operator C’ restricted to the subspace V is everywhere dejned 
and completely continuous as an operator from V to W in the sense that if 
uk E 1’ and ui; - u,, in the weak’ sense, then C’U,~ - C’u, strongly in W. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from the continuity of C’(t, E) in the same manner 
as Part (I’) of Lemma I .3. To show that C is completely continuous in 
the sense of (2), observe that since R,,,-I,~ << C,,j_m,,, there exists an ‘V- 
function B’ such that B’ < B and R,-i.; < C;,,-,,, ,< C ,,,- ,,, , where 
Cot = B’. Let I : W”L, - W’“EnO be the inclusion map Iu = u and 
J: WmEeO+nLr x nLR be the embedding map into fl L” x nL, . 
By the embedding theorem’for Orlicz-Sobolev spaces proved in [5]~~&k 
embedding map J is compact. C’ defines an operator C’ : I’ - W by 
(Cu, v) = (C’j& ]Zv) = (I*J*CJIu, U) for all I: E r. B!; Schaudcr’s 
theorem, which does not require reflexivity of the space W”‘E, (see, for 
example, [17]), since J is compact, J* is compact. Since J is defined on 
W”EB,, J*:nL’ x l-LR,_ ,,~+~LBu/WmE& Since I is an identity map 
and WmL, is dense in W”Eni, I* is an identity map; clearly, both I and I” 
are continuous. Furthermore since I : W’n’L, -+ WirrERo , 1 maps wk” open 
sets in Wtl’LB to weakly open sets in Wn’EB, . Since / is compact and linear, 
J is completely continuous. Hence JI is completely continuous from the 
weak* topology to the strong topology. Since C’ is continuous, C Z*J*C’J1 
is completely continuous in the sense of (2). 
The last lemma is: 
LEnznfA 1.5. Let B be an X-function such that B satisJies the A, con- 
dition let V = W,,* and 147 =: V, * be a complementary pair such that 
WcErr C V. C WnlEn , and let A be a continuous map of V into W such that 
d = A,, -f- C, where A, is monotone and C is completely continuous. Let F, 
be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of V,, such that u, Fj 
is dense in V,, , P, a commutative increasing family of projections of I’- onto F, 
with Fj = Range P, ; let Us be an infinite sequence in V, such that u,; EF~ 
for each k, uI; converges weakly* to an element uO E V, which need not be in V,, , 
and such that PkrA(uL) = w E W,, for every A’. Then for all v t V, 
(Au, , v) = (w, v). 
I shall first show that (f&u,) is uniformly bounded as a sequence of terms 
innED. 
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By the monotonicity of the operator A,, as an operator from nLB to 
n Eg , for all u E n EB and all uk 
Re(A,u, - A+, ue - U) > 0, 
and hence 
Re(u, A& < Re(A,u,< , q.) + Re(A,u, U) - Re(A,q Q). (1.5) 
By the conditions of the lemma, since P,*Au, = w for every k, 
Re(A,,u, , u,;) = Re(Au, , u,J - Re(Cu, , Us) = Re(w, u,J - Re(Cu, , z+). 
Since Us is wk* convergent in V and therefore in nLB , the norms 11 uk IlnL, 
are uniformly bounded by a constant B. Furthermore, since C is completely 
continuous, Cu, + Cu, in n Es . Therefore, the term (A,u, , uk) in (1.5) 
is uniformly bounded by 
for some constant M. 
Furthermore by Lemma 1.3, l(b) or l’(b), there exist positive constants 
r’ and K such that if j( u (jIIE, < r’, then I/ A,u linE, < K. Therefore, for 
the other two terms in (1.5) one obtains 
Now let K’ = B . K + r’K + B[(j w /jrIEB + I/ CU, IlnE, + 11. Then for 
every u E S,, , 
a uniform bound independent of k. Hence 11 A+, !iIIEB < l/r’ . K, which 
is again a uniform bound independent of K. 
Remark. To show the estimate (1.6) it is clearly sufficient to have that 
A, is locally bounded at some point of its domain. In [12], Rockafellar has 
proved that a maximal monotone operator A, : X ---f X*, where X is a 
Banach space, is locally bounded and demicontinuous at any interior point 
of its domain (see also [I I]). Thus Lemma 1.5 does not depend on concrete 
analytic properties of operators of type I; it has an interpretation in functional 
analysis. 
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Since A,u, is uniformly bounded, there exists a weak* convergent sub- 
sequence which may also be called A,u, . Let w’ m-z wk* lim -3,,zi, (‘u,, . 
Clearly, w’ 6 n L, . Furthermore, for every u c; U F, , there csists k such 
that (w, U) = (P,*Au,,. , U) r- (P,.*A4-3,~, , u +~ P,,*Cu,) --+ (w’, 7~). l’herefore, 
for every u E l,,i F, , (zu - w', u) -- 0. Since U F, is dense in P’(, and ZL” c: n LB , 
(w --~ w’, U) = 0 for every u E I, ; and, therefore, zu ~ w’ E I’,,-. By Proposi- 
tion 1.5, (C’,,l)l n HL, =-- I-. Since u,, E I-, u(, E ( 1’,,1)1 n n L,, and 
therefore (w -. w’, z+,) = 0. 
Now by the monotonicity of the operator A,, again, for all u E JJ E, , 
Re(A,u,, ~ A,,u, uK ~-- U) :, 0. 
Hence 
WV pI, , ZQ.) - (A,u,; ,u) - (A,u, u,.) + (A,,u, u)] 3 0. (1.5) 
Considering each term separately, 
i? satisfies the r3, condition, therefore Cu,. in LB _ lJ I?, for every k. 
Therefore, 
Furthermore, since u E n EB and w’ = wk* lim .3,,u, , 
(A4 u 0 i. ) u) -+ (20’ CU” ) u) as k--f cx! 
Finally, since jJ LB = n Kg, A,,u E n EB for every u E 11 15’~. Hence as 
K --f co, (1.5) above becomes 
{Re(w, 4 - (Cu, , 4 - (w’, u) f (Cu, , u) -- (A,u, u") -!m (A,,u, u)) -1: 0. 
(1.7) 
But by the conclusion to the previous paragraph, (w -- w’, u,J -= 0 and 
therefore, (w, ZQ,) = (w’, uO). Hence (1.7) becomes 
Re{(w’, u0 - Cu,) - (w', u ~ Cu,,) - (A,u, u,,) + (A,u,u)} > 0, (1.8) 
and, therefore, 
Re(w’ - CU,, - A,u, u,, - U) 2 0 for all UEnf&. 
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Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, w’ = Cu, = A4,u,r and thus w’ = A,+, + Cu, = 
2. 
Since (u’, u) = (w, u) for all u E L’, it follows that for all n E V, 
uO , V) = (w, v) and the lemma is proved. 
To prove the theorem it is now only necessary to construct conditions 
such that Lemma 1.5 holds. Let w E W,, and ur E V, such that (w, ur) = 1. 
Let F, = the one-dimensional subspace of Vu spanned by ur , and define a 
bounded projection PI of V onto F, by P,u = (u, 70)~~ . Since V, C n EB 
and n E, is separable, V, is separable; hence there exists an increasing 
sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces (F,}, Fj C FjLl , such that u, Fj is 
dense in I,‘,, , and hence by Lemma 1. I there exists a commuting increasing 
sequence of projections {P,) such that P, : L7 ---f F, . 
For every k, let A,u = P,*Ru for every u E F, . Then for every u E F, , 
Re(A,u, u) = Re(P,*Au, u) = Re(Au, u) > ~(1; u ii) 1) u 1). 
F,,, C V, for every k and A is continuous and everywhere defined on V, ; 
therefore, A,. is continuous from FIc to F,.‘. Since F,’ is isomorphic to F,“, 
by Lemma I .2, A, is onto. Thus for every k, there exists uli E F, such that 
a,u, == r,*au, =L w, 
since w E F’r‘ C F,’ for every k. 
Furthermore, 
Re(w, u,J = Re(P,*Au,. , uii) = Re(Au, , z+,.) >, C(I/ uk 11) // uI; (I, 
and hence ~(11 ulc 11) < /) w jj. Since c(s) + m as s + co, there exists a uniform 
bound M such that )I ulc j( < M. By the weak* compactness of the ball in V, 
there exists a subsequence u,, converging weakly* to an element u,, E V. 
By the construction of the sequence uli, I’,*&, = w for every k. Thus the 
conditions of Lemma 1.5 hold, and hence for every ~1 E V, (Au,, v) = (w, v). 
By Definition 1.2, uO is a weak solution for the variational boundary-value 
problem for Au, = w corresponding to the space V, and the theorem is 
proved. 
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